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* Present the facts

* $avings (expense saving calculator) (Liason Int’l, 2014)

* FREE for programs

Barrier #1
“Administration won’t go for it”

FEAR OF 
REJECTION



* Have a WebAdMIT administrator
* Prepare for a learning curve
* Take advantage of WebAdMIT / Liaison trainings
* Videos
* Manuals
* Workshops

* Online
* In person 

(Liason International, n.d.)

Barrier #2
“It’s too hard to transition!”

FEAR OF 
CHANGE



* Less time than feared 
* Set up
* Get online
* Manage 

* More efficient!

Barrier #3
“We don’t have the time”

FEAR OF

COMMITMENT



* Better & more efficient management of many 
applicants 

* Better quality applicants
* Applicants that are a “best fit” for your program

Barrier #4
“We don’t want more applicants”

FEAR OF

MORE WORK



* Double fee issue
* Single transcript fee, application fee
* Applicants don’t complain as much as faculty 

complain for them

Barrier #5
“It’s too expensive for students”

FEAR OF 
COSTS



* Single online application
* One set of transcripts, LORs, GRE scores 

* Easy, intuitive interface and navigation 
* 24x7 mobile access 
* Real-time updates 
* One point of contact for email and phone support
* 165 SLP and 46 Audiology programs to choose from 

Applicant Benefits



* Avoid spending hours in a room reviewing paper files!
* No more inaccuracies (GPA calculations, etc.)
* No time wasted on incomplete files or missing documents

* Easy access to CSDCAS/WebAdMIT from any device for 
online reviews

* Keeps human element of admissions decisions

Faculty Benefits

Before CSDCAS After CSDCAS



* Free participation

* Exposure to wider applicant pool (out-of-state, int’l)

* Benchmarking vs. national or identified cohorts

* Data reporting for accreditation purposes

* Program assessment and outcome analysis

(Liason, 2015)

Program Benefits



* Online document storage

* Control user access and permissions

* Maintain accuracy, individual workflow and 
admissions standards 

Program Benefits



* Developed and specialized for the CSD professions

* Continued guidance provided by a representative 
committee of faculty members   

* Profession wide trend data

* Value is recognized immediately

CSD Profession Benefits



* Create custom dashboards for real-time applicant 
information

Additional Benefits of CSDCAS       
for Programs and Universities



* Workflow Management Tools

Additional Benefits of CSDCAS       
for Programs and Universities



* Communication with applicants 
* Standardize and automate communications.  Configure 

touchpoints and keep applicants informed
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* Document storage and retrieval
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* More streamlined, 
efficient process for 
admissions decisions
* Custom platform
* Scoring rubrics
* Auto ranking/scoring
* Faculty assignments for 

review & interview 
management
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Additional Benefits of CSDCAS       

for Programs and Universities

* Data integration with 

your ERP/SIS systems

* Applicant Data
* Use our Export API to extract 

applicant data from WebAdMIT 
for analysis, processing, or other 

integration with on-campus 
systems.

* Custom Fields
* Record arbitrary applicant 

information programmatically 
using Custom Fields. Fields such 

as University ID, University email, 
etc. can be filled in by back-office 

applications.

* PDF Manager
* Use our PDF Manager API to 

asynchronously export printable 

applicant data with ease.

https://developer.webadmit.org

https://developer.webadmit.org/


You Can Break Free!
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Thank you!


